
February 2, 2015 
  
Faculty—CCSU, ECSU, SCSU, WCSU 
Vijay Nair, President, CSU American Association of University Professors 
Stephen Adair, Vice Chair, Faculty Advisory Committee to the Board of Regents, 
CSCU 
  
Hon. Danté Bartolomeo, Co-Chair, Committee on Higher Education and 
Employment Advancement 
Hon. Roberta B Willis, Co-Chair, Committee on Higher Education and Employment 
Advancement 
Hon. Kevin D. Witkos, Ranking Member, Committee on Higher Education and 
Employment Advancement 
Hon. Whit Betts, Ranking Member, Committee on Higher Education and 
Employment Advancement 
  
Dear Colleagues and Members of the Committee on Higher Education and 
Employment Advancement, 
 
As designated CSU Professors,* we have closely followed the development of the 
newly merged state university-community college system.  In a March 2013 letter to 
the faculty we sounded the alarm that the missions of the state universities 
appeared to be being downgraded as legislative support for the University of 
Connecticut was being significantly increased.  We wrote:  “There are dangerous 
signs that in the new ConnSCU consolidation of our campuses with the community 
colleges, we are being downgraded from teaching and research universities to 
solely teaching universities.” 
 
In September 2014 we met with the then newly installed president, Gregory 
Gray.  We were initially encouraged by his response to our concerns and gave 
tentative support.  In a letter to faculty, we wrote:  “We are happy to report that 
President Gray conceptualizes ConnSCU as an umbrella structure similar to the 
State University of New York (SUNY) that contains community colleges, 4-year 
liberal arts colleges, and research universities.” 
 
Events, however, over the last year with the development of Transform 2020 have 
cast doubt over whether constructing a system such as SUNY in which research 
would have a prominent role is still President Gray and the Board of Regents’ goal. 
They now appear to want to radically transform the state universities and 
community colleges into a new model that achieves cost savings by relying 
significantly on outsourced teaching and online courses. 



 
Especially concerning were comments in President Gray’s November 3, 2014 First 
Monday letter: “We must change the way we teach and deliver education to our 
students. . . Many education pundits now suggest the teacher is no longer the 
center of learning, and that students learn more from one another than from the 
faculty. . .this re-alignment means faculty must become "facilitators" of learning.  It's 
imperative that WE. .  .[change] our pedagogical approach immediately.” 
 
There are now disturbing reports, including an explicit goal in Transform 2020, that 
President Gray and the Board of Regents are promoting a model of “blended 
learning” in which course content would be developed by outside for profit 
companies rather than faculty, whose role would be reduced to “facilitating” student 
access to the content. 
 
Quality education cannot be achieved by replacing faculty with technological 
gadgets and prepackaged content.  Affordability should not be achieved by 
diminishing the quality of the university experience. 
 
We are therefore removing our support for President Gray since the goal has shifted 
and do not support Transform 2020.  We support the resolutions that the CSU 
senates are discussing to endorse the Faculty Leadership Group’s “Values and 
Assumptions Requisite for Transform CSCU 2020” and ““Categorization of CSCU 
Transform 2020 Initiatives” documents (attached). 
 
We urge President Gray and the Board of Regents to return to the goal of building a 
high quality system like SUNY.  
 
As we wrote in October 2013, “we believe that achieving that worthy goal will 
require reconceptualizing the current two tier model of public higher education in 
Connecticut so that there is equal status and state support for ConnSCU with the 
University of Connecticut.  Currently, as the Hartford Courant reported on August 
28, 2013 President Gray ‘has statistics that show that in 2011-12, the state spent 
$10,366 on each UConn student, compared to about $7,000 for each student in 
the state universities and $6,318 for community college students.’   
 
“The current inequality of public higher education support should be a benchmark 
against which progress toward equality of legislative support is measured.  The goal 
should be that by 2020 Connecticut students would have two equally state 
supported high quality systems of public higher education from which to choose.” 
 
That is the direction we should be going in, not one that diminishes quality through 
technological fetishism, cheapens the student learning experience, demeans 
faculty, and is essentially a back door route to privatization. 
 



Sincerely yours, 
 
Imna Arroyo, CSU Professor of Art, ECSU 
Felton O. Best, CSU Professor of Philosphy, CCSU 
Edward Hagan, CSU Professor of Writing, Linguistics and Creative Process, 
WCSU 
Daniel Mulcahy, CSU Professor of Teacher Education, CCSU 
C. Thomas Philbrick, CSU Professor of Biological & Environmental Sciences, 
WCSU 
Heather Munro Prescott, CSU Professor of History, CCSU 
James W. Russell, CSU Professor of Sociology, ECSU 
Vivian C. Shipley, CSU Professor of English, SCSU 
Jeffrey Trawick-Smith, CSU Professor of Early Childhood Education, ECSU 
Marie A. Wright, CSU Professor of Management Information Systems, WCSU	  


